Is Your Relationship with

YOUR ONLINE SERVICE PROVIDER
a Summer Fling?

Exploring how today’s new (and smarter) buyers are transacting
and interacting with their online service providers

Experimenting More:

Making Selective Purchasing Decisions

45%

prefer to compare 3-4
different online
channels before
making a purchasing
decision

Not Ready to Say “I Do”:

No Strings Attached:

Moving Too Fast to Mobile

Buyers Still Want Control Over How They Pay

48%

67%

have not used their mobile phones to
make a purchase

prefer to make monthly payments for
all recurring subscriptions and bills

do not use mobile payments because they don’t
want to store critical/sensitive information
on their phones

no longer prefer paying bills by paper check

do not feel secure when making online/mobile
payments, but do it anyway

want monthly reminders about their
recurring subscriptions

usually don’t make mobile
purchases because not many
vendors offer the option

prefer to pay bills online

40%

90%
29%

22%
10%

39%

Secret Revealed:

Buyers are Looking for a Long-Term Relationship
Online Service providers can no longer rely on just payment processors
to support the entire customer journey.

60%

71%

have set up at least 1-2
recurring, online payments

want recurring subscriptions
without monthly reminders

Taking it Slow:

Trust is Broken:

No Second Dates for Crypto-Currencies

Too Many Credit Card Troubles

47%

99%

had to replace their credit card
1-2 times in the past five years

do not use Bitcoin
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thewould
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43%

When traveling abroad,
43% of consumers were
charged currency
conversion fees

as their primary payment
method

The Dating Game:

Woo Buyers with options...

46%

refuse to purchase online
subscriptions without a
freemium option

25%

are more willing to purchase
an online service subscription
when add-on features
are available

Buyers Want More From their

ONLINE SERVICE PROVIDER

Relationship than a Payment Transaction.
Buyers are being communicated with and seeking information at multiple touch points—social media,
online reviews, etc.—and expect consistent experiences and to have the option to easily buy at anytime,
any where. As consumers continue to demand more from their online service providers, the secret to
success is a long-term, paid relationship where vendors are able to service at all touch points of the
customer experience and purchasing journey.
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